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Preface The Select Seminar on School Building Leadership and Manage-
ment sponsored by the Leadership in Educational Administra-

tion Development Program (LEAD) for New York State was conducted
from September 27-30, 1987, at the Rensselaervi Ile Institute. The pur-
pose of the seminar was to oring together teachers, administrators, and
school board members from throughout New York State representing
urban, rural, and suburban districts at every levelelementary, middle
and secondaryto address the critical and hotly debated issue of
school site leadership.

This report of the work of the seminar is one of a series of white
papers that will be widely distributed to federal, state and local policy
makers, institutions of higher education, and colleagues in elementary
and secondary schools. The strength, credibility, and integrity of this
report is based on the fact that it comes from field practitioners, those
individuals, who on a daily basis, are affected by the culture of school
buildings. The goal of the seminar, as reflected in the content, was to
consider the issue of site leadership and management as it relates to
the changing roles of professionals and as it impacts on excellence and
equity in our schools. The essence of the seminar was its attempt to
bring the sensitive issues of the reform movement back to where they
belongto those most affected by its implications.

An important element of the seminar was the development of leader-
ship models, parts of which will be implemented at various sites
throughout New York State. Each of six Principal Centers across the
State, New York University, and the New York City Board of Education
will coordinate, support, and provide technical assistance to school
buildings and professional groups involved in the LEAD project. One of
the basic functions of the LEAD Center, central to the seminar conversa-
tions, was to provide a grassroots forum for the discussion of leadership
and management through an ongoing conversation among principals,
teachers, superintendents, board of education members, and school of
education faculty. This seminar provided 1 forum for the beginning of
this process.

This report consists of five presentations from mixed groups which
express their thoughts and experiences. Because the presentations
reflect a wide range of research, ideas, feelings, and field observations,
they should not be seen as remedies to complex concerns. The process
of the seminar must be seen as being more important than the product.

Richard Bamberger, Executive Director
Capital Area School Development Association

Nelson Armlin, Associate Director
Capital Area School Development Association

Richard McDonald, Director
Leadership in Educational Administration

Development Center
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The CASDA select seminars follow a very simple structure based
upon a set of guiding principles:

1. Participants need to commit adequate timeto work, to reflect, and
to write.
This seminar was conducted on four consecutive days at the
Rensselaerville Institute.

2. A conducive working environment is very important.
The seminars have been conducted in "protected environ-
ments"away from the work site, in quiet and aesthetically pleas-
ing surroundings. We believe this clearly is a first step in
communicating to participants that the seminar is special and
there are high expectations that the deliberations of its members
will have an important result.

3. The seminar participants are the experts.
We believe the select seminars have been successful because
of the high degree of personal and professional respect afforded
participants. While participants do extensive reading for the
seminars, visiting experts and lecturers are not a part of this
experience. The forty individuals who participated in this seminar
represented years of educational experience. They constituted
the body of experts.

4. Roles are "checked at the door."
One's idea must stand on its own, be debated, accepted, or
discarded without reference to one's position, pri 3r experience, or
education. This seminar included school superintendents, princi-
pals, supervisors, teachers, school board members, college staff,
and State Education Department personnel.

5. Seminars are self-governing entities with organizers serving the
group.

The coordination of the seminar was managed by LEAD Center-
CASDA staff and a university professor. Alter providing the initial
structure and on-going logistical support, they worked to transfer
the governance and direction from themselves to the participants.
By the end of the seminar it is fair to 5ay that it was self-governed
with the coordinators taking direction from the seminar group.

6. The experience is as important as the product.
All seminar participants agree that the process, the experience,
is most important. Even so, the report provides an important
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documentation of the experience and serves to validate for each of
the participants the energy and effort they expended.

It is also hoped that this report will provide inspiration and help to
those who read it and may assist in a modest way to continue what has
become a very important national conversation on leadership and
schools. We firmly believe such an ongoing conversation can only result
in better education for all our children.

9



Introduction

11The issues of
teacher empowerment
and contractual
agreements seemed to
conflict with a belief
in creating the climate
of trust and integrity
necessary for shared
decision making.

It was a warm September evening at the end of the month.
Approximately forty educatorsteachers, administrators, and

board membersfaced one another as they sat around tables forming
a huge circle in a conference room at the Rensselaerville Institute.
Brought together by the LEAD Center at CASDA from all parts of New
York State, they wondered what the outcome of their discussions on
shared decision making would be. After all, each had a personal pers-
pective on the topic; each had strong ideas reflecting varied experien-
ces in either urban, suburban, or rural schools; each felt those ideas
were valid. They all faced one question: by the conference's end could
they arrive at consensus on any aspect of shared decision making or
would the four days simply be an exercise in futilityjust endless hours
of talking?

Well, endless hours of talking, arguing, discussion, wranglingover
concepts, sentences, phrases, specific words. detaildid follow. Partic-
ipants first met in role groups to generate a series of general and
specific observations as well as model projects relating to the topic.
That evening loud voices often responded strongly and defiantly to
points raised in the different role groups' presentations. The issues of
teacher empowerment and contractual agreements seemed to conflict
with a belief in creating the climate of trust and integrity necessary for
shared decision making. The presence of teachers and administrators
from Rochester with their conflicting viewpoints also helped create an
air of contention. A polarity between teachers at the conference and
administrators clearly existed. By the evening's end some peop!e won-
dered how they could even meet the followint, day in mixed role groups
to work cooperatively on formulating a philosophy, a possible mode!,
and observationsall relating to shared decision making.

That following morning was sunny and warm. People expressed a
desire to walk on the trails by the lake or read by the tennis court; many
simply were reluctant to face more hours of talking and writing. Many
wondered if the mixed groups could accomplish anything at all. Yet
they met.

In several groups more questions were raised than answers deli-
neated, especially on issues of power, contracts, accountability, arid
climate. A wide range of perspectives existed on the meaning of shared
decision making as well as on its implementation. Some groups spent
hours hammering out each word in a philosophical statement; others
formulated a concept within minutes. People argued to have their
viewpoints included, and thus validated.

By late afternoon, however, an important event had occurred, Yes,
participants still possessed many differences of opinion. But they also
began to reach a clearer understanding of one another's role in educa-
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tion and the personal concerns and beliefs that resulted from that role.
The process of trying to arrive at consensus on some points then
became more important than those individual opinions. A spirit of
cooperation developed; intensity heightened as people focused on the
task rather than on dissent. The groups succeeded in achieving consen-
sus on major points concerning the topic on a philosophy, and on
possible models for shared decision making. All groups recognized that
no one model was appropriate for every school --that models should
reflect the needs and conditions of the particular buildings in which
they are to operate. Some groups thus created a generic model that a

school could adapt to fit its own environment. The groups all saw the
need for a diversity of models.

By 4:30 p.m. most groups had finisheda bit exhausted from all the
arguing, talking, agreeing, disagreeing. Though it was still warm outside,
several group members lingered to continue discussing points raised
during their meetings. Other group members prepared visual presenta-
tions for all conference participants for that evening's session. Some-
how many members were reluctant to leave. They knew they had
experienced a rare eventa time and a place apart from their daily
routines to discuss a critical educational issue.

The last evening the mixed groups presented their final reports.
Conference participants listened, they responded, they laughed, they
applauded, they wanted to return in the spring fora follow-up session.
It had been well worth the frustration and dissension at times and the
exhaustion at the end. Success always is.

All groups
recognized that no
one model was
appropriate for every
schoolthat models
should reflect the
needs and conditions
of the particular
buildings in which
they are to
operate. 11

It < It had been
well worth the
frustration and
dissension at times
and the exhaustion at
the end. Success
always is. 11



More Questions Than Answers 3

School building
leadership should
empower staff to
meet the agrad-upon
goals aimed at pro-
viding effective
instruction for all
students.

Imagine a group of people composed of two teachers, four
administrators, and a superintendent sitting in a small room and

facing the task of formulating a philosophy and possible model for
implementing shared decision making. The administrators are deeply
concerned about accountability to their superintendents, school
boards, and communities. The teachers desire to change the educa-
tional structure to facilitate a greater role for teachers as decision
makers. In Group I they argue, dissent, discuss, but eventually agree on
some points. First, they see a key point is that the people most affected
by a decision must be involved in making that decision. Second, they
agree that shared decision making must connect with the teaching-
learning process. By morning's end the group has formulated the fol-
lowing philosophical statement concerning school building leadership:

School building leadership should empower staff to meet the agreed-
upon goals aimed at providing of instruction for all students.

In addition, it provides the time and resources to achieve these goals in
a climate of trust and integrity. This climate also will nurture a diversity of
opinions, knowledge, -;kills, and styles as well as a readiness to work
colt 'gially. Such leadership also enables people in a school setting to learn
and grow in a positive environment. It recognizes that the people most
affected by a decision must have the opportunity to be involved in that
decision, formally and informally. It should also be recognized that there
are situations where there is a need for unilateral decisions. Finally, with
shared decision making come shared responsibility and accountability.

The group's discussion inevitably raised more questions than it could
answer. In analyzing the topic from the varied points of view of teachers
and administrators, it became clear that s':veral important questions
warranted further ongoing discussion. Those questions are:

I. Is shared decision making a building or a district decision?
2. Who makes the ultimate decision, outside of collective bargaining

agreements?

3. Who is accountable? How do we evaluate the decisions?
4. How will the decisions coordinate with district/building level

goals and objectives?
5. How will the roles of all involved in the process, including all

bargaining units, be delineated?
6. What will be the selection process for a school-based planning

team?

7. How will all the people involved in the process be prepared for it?
8. Should team members be compensated? If so, how and when?
9. Who evaluates the effectiveness of a school-based team?

10. What problems will be considered appropriate for a shared
decision-making process?

I I. Will the decisions of a school-based team carry clout?
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12. How will staff, especially new teachers and new administrators, be
exposed to the concepts, trends, and research supporting shared
decision making?

13. How can we ensure that shared decision making addresses real
needs and resources? Can it also be used to develop a "wish list"
and set goals and future priorities?

14. What are the political and economic implications of shared clt
sion making?

Finally, group members agreed that a process to form a building
team could be a generic model easily adapted to a particular school's
needs. Such a process for organizing and implementing a school-based
team would be:

I. Members are elected to the school-hased team by their constitu-
ents with subgroups formed as needed.

2. The team identifies and clarifies the problem. It determines
whether it is an ad hoc or district problem, longterm or short term,
and whom it concerns.

3. The team directs or charges a subgroup to resolve the problem,
with troubleshooting, if necessary.

4. The subgroup recommends a solution to the teamad hoc, dis-
trict wide, long or short term.

5. The team assesses the impact of the solution and accepts, rejects,
or modifies it.

6. The team facilitates the implementation of the solution.
7. It monitors and adjusts the implementation.
8. The team and the subgroup involved evalLate the solution and its

implementation.
9. After celebration, the team attacks the next problem.

k k it recognizes
that the people
most affected by
a decision must have
the opportunity to be
involved in that
decision, formally
and informally.



Leadership Groups 5

11The model that
developed could be
considered one where
there can be consider-
able adaptation
depending upon the
local situation. 1 I

In Group II there was a wide range of perspectives on what
shared decision making means generally and how it might he

implemented specifically. In order to provide some base line common-
alities, the group spent a considerable amount of time in arriving at
consensus on a concise philosophy of shared decision making that
could be accepted by all present. It was pointed out that the process of
developing a philosophy of shared decision making is as important as
the philosophy itself.

There was also a considerable amount of discussion on the definition
of teacher empowerment and recent developments in the Rochester
School District relating to this Lopic. This discussion resulted in a series
of observations and recommendations.

The group then began to identify aspects of a model that could
eventually be used to implement a shared decision-making process
within a school. The model that developed could be considered one
where there can be considerable adaptation depending on the local
situation.

Following are some observations made while discussing shared deci-
sion making:

I. There is no one model for shared decision making that can be
identified. At each building it will 1_, necessary to assess readi-
ness for shared decision making based on the needs of the
learners, conditions within the building, and attitudes of the staff.

2. It should be recognized and taken into account that while many
teachers want to participate in a shared decision-making process,
there are many who currently do not wish to become involved and
who may continue to wish not to be involved.

3. Many districts are already involved in some significant aspects of
shared decision making, particularly in the area of curriculum work.
It will be easier to implement a shared decision-making process in
a district that already has some structure which can be utilized.
Areas of decision making which may already exist in school dis-
tricts include teacher participation on hiring committees, curricu-
lum development, textbook selection, student placement, and
setting Df building goals.

4. Important to the implementation of shared decision making is a
trust and commitment to the process. People involved will need to
have integrity and trust in one another in order for the process to
succeed.

9. The faculty must be involved in a meaningful way in the process.
While it would be wise to begin with some activities that would be
more easily accomplished so that success world he likely, the
process will ultimately have to address critical issues in order to
be meaningful, The involvement of faculty will need to be compen-



sated foreither through released time or direct payment so that
the activity would not be considered just another add-on commit-
tee. Leaders among the teachers as well as in the administration
must buy into the process for it to be considered seriously.

6. Those involved in the process should receive appropriate training
for their role in the shared decision-making process.

7. The assignment of accountability should be given to those in the
shared decision-making group. There is some concern that even
though a particular decision is made through a shared decision-
making process, accountability, particularly as it may point to
blame, will rest on the shoulders of one person, likely the
principal.

8. The organization of a shared decision-making process should be
written with specific procedures and by-laws in order for it to
become an integral part of each building.

4,

I r,

r

s
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A MODEL For Leadership Groups
PHILOSOPHY

ASSUMPTIONS: I) Concept accepted by those involved
Administrators/Teachers/Parents/Students

2) Work within district goals

FORMATION OF I) Elected
COMMITTEE 2) Selected

COMMITTEE
TRAINING

ORGANIZATION I) Voting procedures
BY-LAWS 2) Meetings

3) Agendas
4) Communication
5) Operating Procedures
6) Subcommittees
7) Time/Compensation

AREAS FOR I) Staff development
DECISION 2) Curilculum development
MAKING 3) Budget
!SUGGESTED) 4) Selection of staff

5) Teaching assignments
6) Textbooks/materials
7) Placement/promotion

COMMITTEE I) Goal setting
ACTIVITIES 2) Data gathering

3) Committee interaLtion
4) Decision making
5) Evaluation

EVALUATION I) Process
2) Outcomes

4. io

1

.61-4I.P. IVY.. /..
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Throughout preliminary discussion in Group III regarding shared
decision making or shared-leadership responsibility, it quickly

became apparent that such programs or models must exist and operate
on a continuum. The dimensions of this continuum, as envisioned by
Group III, ranged from the Autocratic (Principal as Decision Maker)
model to the Undifferentiated Democratic (Athenian) model. The fun-
damental rationale for this perspective resulted from a recognition of
the local school building as the critical focus for educational program
direction.

Group members reached a consensus regarding essential pre-
conditions for model development and implementation. They are:

I, State and local policy decisions need to change in order to sup-
port and reinforce the decentralization of decision making at the
building level.

2, Teacher and administrator associations/unions must be involved
in the planning, operation and evaluation of the new model(s).

3. In order to clarify jurisdictional areas and disputes, all aspects of
the new modells) need to become part of institutionalized work-
ing agreements (contractual and/or extra contractual).

Having delineated these pre-conditions, the group proceeded to
generate four distinct models. These models varied with regard to
their location along the earlier discussed continuum, yet they remained
faithful to the essential pre-conditions noted above.

Continuum
Model IV

Model I Model II Model III
X X X

Principal as
Decision Maker

Undifferentiated
Democracy

Model I School Plannint, Team Model
Model II School Policy Board Model (Delegated Policy Model)
Model III Instructional Leadership Board Model
Model IV Generic: Shared Decision-Making Model

The fundamental
rationale for this
perspective resulted
from a recognition of
the local school
building as the
critical focus for
educational program
direction. 11



The School Plan-
ning Team Model
will be truly
collaborative and
will consist of the
building principal,
elected teachers,
parents, non-instruc-
tional staff and
students where
appropriate. 1 I

Process Continuum 9

Model I: School Planning Team Model
The School Planning Team Model will be truly collaborative and will
consist of the building principal, elected teachers, parents, non-
instructi 'nal staff and students where appropriate.

In addition to the earlier mentioned preconditions, an accompanying
list of preconditions mist be reviewed prior to the implementation of
any shared decision-making model. They are:

I. district support for the concept of vertical integration
2. union and/or association support prior to involvement in the

process
3. greater responsibility by the individual school for all aspects of the

school over which they have input
4. inservice training: teachers, principals, staff
5. development of feelings of trust and integrity among team

members
6. assessment of readiness level, a comfort level for change
7. commitment to growth and change for all participants

Team meetings will be regularly scheduled within the school day or
compensation will be provided. In addition to scheduling concerns,
environment will be given primary focus. All meetings will be con-
ducted in an environment conducive to maximizing team output. For
example, luncheod or dinner as well as a comfortable meeting place
could be provided.

The importance of effective communication, at both the formal and
informal levels, will remain a vital concern of the team. The agenda must
be given to all staff prior to meetings, and the minutes published and
given to staff after the meetings; pyramid groups will be set up to
ensure broader based input, i.e., written articles; PTA newsletters will
be published, etc.

Recognizing these structural concerns, the first major thrust of the
group will be to decide on a statement of purpose, followed !Dy
expected outcomes. An important consideration at this point is to start
with a goal that addresses a problem of significant meaning for the staff
in order to enhance the credibility of the team.

All issues of concern to the school community are open to discussion
and consideration.

A prioritizing of goals is necessary in both the areas of short and long
term goals such as: one-year, three-year, five-year goals.

Some suggested areas for consideration and implementation are:
Discipline, Scheduling, Inservice, Grouping of Students and Classes,
Referral to Committee on Special Education, Placement/Promotion,
Clerical Supervision, Peer Coaching, Staff Selection, Budget, Curricu-
lum. Textbook Selection, School Activities.

.1 Li
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In meetings, all members of the committees are to share equally in
discussions and irput. Consensus is fought when possible. The princi-
pal should make every attempt possible to listen, react, and provide
resources to reach the Planning Team's objective. However, a final veto
power may be exercised with sufficient explanation and opportunity for
future consideration.

In conclusion, time and consideration should be given for the cele-
bration of success. Successes must be reiterated for celebration and
results publicized.

Model II School Policy Board Model: A Delegated Policy Model
The delegated policy model is predicated on the assumption that

the district (central) office has delegated to the school a clear statement
of areas in which the school has decision-making authority. Among
these areas of decision-making authority would be as much diF,cretion
over curriculum staffing and budget as possible. This model further
assumes that individuals responsible for implementing decisions
ought to be centrally involved in the making of those decisions.

It is obvious that the specific features of the model would need to be
tailored for the unique setting in which it is operatingand conse-
quently, it would be a waste of time to try to identify the general
features of a model that would fit all situations. For the purposes of this
model, we will be imagining the following school context: an elementary
school serving about 500 students from a relatively homogeneous area
of the community.

The School Policy Board will be composed of nine members: the
principal, two parents (chosen by the PTA), five teachers (union repre-
sentative and four elected by entire teaching staff), and one non-
professional member of the staff (elected by non-professional stafR The
Policy Board will meet at least once every two weeks, either during
school time or with compensation. The principal will prepare the
agenda (after receiving items from the group), but will not preside over
the meetings. The principal's office will also take care of all the logistics
and support services for the Policy Board meetings. The Policy Board
will elect a chairperson who will serve a two-year term.

Although it is difficult to be ,,pecific regarding the Policy Board's area
of jurisdiction without knowing what the central office has delegated to
them, the following areas serve as examples of the types of responsibil-
ities the Policy Board could address:

I. Establishment of school mission and priorities within the frame-
work of the district's overall missiDn and priorities. The Policy
Eaard will conduct a needs assessment for the school, and from
the results and through interaction with the school's various con- r

IThe principal
should make every
attempt possible to
listen, react, and
provide resources to
reach the Planning
Team's objective. I I



11The delegated
policy model is
predicated on the
assumption that the
district (central) office
has delegated to the
school a clear state-
ment of areas in which
the school has the
decision-making
authority. I I
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stituencies, it will develop a statement of the school's mission and
list of priorities.

2. Staffing
Hiring of staff: oversee interview and review process and make
recommendations to superintendent.
Staff development: within the guidelines from the district office,
prepare school-wide staff development plan and allocate discre-
tionary resources to implement that plan.
Supervision and evaluation: supervision is the responsibility of the
principal and lead teachers; evaluation is the responsibility of the
principal. The Policy Board will not be formally involved in these
areas.

Staffing assignments: within certification and contract provisions,
the Policy Board will review the recommendations of the principal
on staffing assignments and make final decisions.

3. Curriculum and instruction
Textbook and curricular selection/development: the Policy Board will
review school needs and, to the extent that they are permitted by
district-wide delegations, will delegate to grade-level or to cross-
grade-levei teams of teachers the authority for selecting books and
materials.
--Instructional policies: within state and local mandates, such as
homework policies, it will allocate time for subject-area instruction
and determine grouping policies.

4. Budget and resource allocation
Within the delegations from the district office, the Policy Board
will determine budget and resource allocation, consistent with the
established school mission and priorities.

The Policy Board's decisions will be made by consensus whenever
possible. When consensus is not possible. a 2/3 majority (minimum of
six votes) will be required. The principal will have veto power over
matters related to legal or district policy issues. In the event that the
principal exercises the veto, he/she will be required to prepare a
written justification outlining the reasons for the veto. If the Policy
Board is not satisfied with his/her justification, the Board has the right
to appeal the decision to the superintendent of schools.
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Model HI Instructional Leadership Board Model

rBoard of Education

`Superintendent of Schools1

Directors are non-voting
/ consultants in parallel areas

[Managerial Director

Budget
Building Maintenance
Transportation

Safety

Payroll
Food Services
Communication and PR
Other

[Instructional Board Director

Staff Development and
Evaluation

Curriculum
Personnel

--Pupil Personnel Services
Budget Allocations
Research and Development
Communications and PR

Media Services
Discipline

The school building is to be governed by an Instructional Leadership
Board IILB) which consists of LEAD TEACHERS selected upon nomina-
tion by the professional staff and subject to approval by the superin-
tendent and the board of education. The ILB elects the Instructional
Director who chairs the ILB, is full time, and has the highest salary. The
Director serves a minimum term of two years and is chosen from the
membership of the ILB including the Principal, who serves as a non-
voting member or consultant.

The Instructional Leadership Board is responsible for the overall
leadership of the building and the delegation of instructional functions
to individual LEAD TEACHERS. Responsibility for one or more func-
tions may be combined (note chart).

The ILB meets weekly and issues an annual report.

Role of LEAD nachers:
Each LEAD teacher has authority and responsibility for a designated

areals) and serves as a voting member of the Instructional Board of the
school.

Role of the instructional Director:
The Instructional Director is a full-time person who serves as Chair of

the ILB and coordinates the overall day-to-day instructional services of
the school.

'The school build-
ing is to be
governed by an
instructional Leadership
Board (ILB) which con-
sists of LEAD
TEACHERS selected
upon nomination by
the professional staff
and subject to approv-
al by the superintendent
and the board of
education. I J
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glitThe purpose of
this model is to
propose a process
rather than supply
an operative
product. rr

Role of the School Principal:
The School Administrator is selected upon nomination by the profes-

sional staff and approved by the superintendent and board of educa-
tion. He/she is responsible for management functions of the school
and serves as a facilitator to the ILB.

Model IV Generic: Shared Decision-Making Model
The purpose of this model is to propose a process rather than supply an
operative product. Those reviewing this model should pay particular
attention to the fact that it exists at no specific point along the con-
tinuum and therefore represents an apolitical review of the Shared
Decision-Making concept. The process resembles both the models of
Group I and Group II and includes identifying and defining a problem,
assessing needs to solve the problem, setting goals and objectives,
planning for implementation, and evaluating.

Po. 4



.4 A View From the Inside:

Group IV first worked at developing a philosophy to guide the
discussion and creation of a possible model. The philosophy

consisted of only three sentences, but it encompassed the group's
beliefs. It is stated as follows:

It is the philosophy of Group IV that the current leadership structure
should be studied.

Any new leadership structure should evolve from a combined effort of
the staff and community in a shared decision-making process.

--The goal is to improve the educational setting by utilizing the expertise
of all and by widening the accountability of all.

The first statement implies the group's belief that a need to study
and modify the current structure exists. It was agreed that "things could
be better." The second statement indicates the group's feelings that all
members of the school building staff and the community at large must
be involved in developing this new structure. The group also felt
strongly that a shared decision-making process would have to be
prominent in developing this structure. The last statement of the
philosophy shows the belief that the only reason to change the existing
structure is if it improves the education of the children.

The philosophy indicates the necessity of using the experience of
those in the field and states that all involved in the process must be
willing to accept the increased accountability.

The group then developed two lists of topics to consider in creating
any new leadership structure. The first list names the areas in which
shared decision making would be useful. These areas include:

staff selection and induction
staff develcpment
differentiate staf assignment
teacher evaluation
building concerns and procedures

budget development process
curriculum development

student placement
student promotion
communication with the community

The second list shows the factors the group fel, had to be considered
to make the leadership evolution work. Such factors include:

a knowledge base that is research driven. The people involved in
the process must understand the status quo as well as share informa-
tion concerning philosophies, policies, goals, mandates, laws, and
budget limitations.

district support. The district must make a commitment to the
process in terms of time and money. Staff must be trained in the

IIThe philosophy
indicates the nec-
essity of using
the experience of those
in the field and states
that all involved in
the process must be
willing to accept
the increased
accountability. 11



Evolution of a Leadership Structure 15

ilTeam members
would have to be
trained in problem
solving and decision
making and be given the
proper forum for
discussing these
issues. 11

INIMMENIN114

decision-making process and such involvement must be on "company
time" which would involve non-traditional days as well as a creative use
of time. The district must also sell the plan to the staff and the commun-
ity to ensure budgetary and moral support.

shared decision making and shared accountability within a climate
of trust among all parties involved in the process.

a written agreement that describes the process.
evaluation of the process.

The grou in realizingthat no one model would fit all situations, then
developed a model that would include the factors listed above. This
model also used components in current use in the schools represented
in our group.

The Model
Administrative District Support K-I2 Curriculum

Council Team Council

Building Planning
Team

Support
Committee

Faculty
(School Community)

The above model centers on the Building Planning Team. The faculty
would choose the representatives to this team; the principal would also
be a member of it. The team would consider which areas to discuss and
problem-solve. It would use a variety of methods and structures based
upon the "culture" of the building. Team members would have to be
trained in problem solving and decision making and be given the
proper forum for discussing these issues.

Each building team would have a representative on the district
support committee. This committee would provide information
needed by the building team. It also would provide a place for the
teams to share information as well as act as a facilitator for any re-
quests the teams make or projects they suggest. The superintendent
would have a member on this committee.

The K- 12 Curriculum Council would consist of parents, students,
teachers, and administrators. The structure and methods of this group
would also vary according to the local "culture." This Council would
review all curriculum matters and control the formation of inter-
building committees if the curriculum matters involved more than one
school.

4



16 A View From the Inside:

The Administrative Council would consist of all administrators and
would review all concerns and provide information.

The key feature of this model is sharing the knowledge base. There is
no sense in attempting to problem-solve if participants do not under-
stand the boundaries in which they must operate. Also, all decisions
should be accompanied by a rationale.

Another feature of this model is that support committees would be
formed as needs developed. They would have a specific purpose and
would be phased out as they complete their tasks. Support committees
from various buildings would join to deal with common concerns.

1 MI MI
I rll
I 1111

1111
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Questions Concerning a Site-Based
Leadership Modell'

ilInherent in the
philosophy is the
belief that the
collective wisdom of
the group exceeds
that of any one
individual. 11

'People must be
directly involved
from the outset in
designing and imple-
menting a site-based
management plan
openly, sharing on a
regular basis in
decisions of
a substantive
nature. 11

It seemed reasonable to Group V members to expect that
conference participants would hold in common a high degree of

dissatisfaction with current leadership models. As the work sess:ons
progressed, however, it became increasingly clear that a particular
organizational design was less often the issue than such matters as
leadership style and interpersonal relationships. On the basis of those
discussions concerning organizational designs and relationships, how-
ever, the group agreed on the need to provide guidelines, perhaps a
template, to be used in evaluating existing situations. Given a commit-
ment to such concepts as shared decision making, empowerment,
partnerships, and team building, appropriate local organizational
designs would then be more likely to follow.

Philosophically, the group agreed that any organizational form must
make it possible to create a school climate that supports the personal
development of children while they are engaged in the educational
process. Such an organization would also be flexible and responsive
while providing for regular dialogue End shared decision making
between and among the via.' us groups of the school community.
Inherent in the philosophy is ihe belief that the collective wisdom of
the group exceeds that of any one individual. Using a shared decision-
making process will thus lead to the enhancement of shared ownership
which will ensure the investment of self necessary to produce optimum
results. In addition to a local mission statement, it is also vital to include
a clearly stated commitment to enhancing the teaching/learning situa-
tion. Of necessity, all other relationships within an organization must
take their meaning from the interaction between teacher and student.

In discussing the creation of an organizational mode!, the group then
focused on concerns that connected with a local model's design specifi-
cations. The group felt that any management model must provide for
regular and continuous involvement on the part of all persons. Assum-
ing that an appropriate mission statement exists, the effort to design a
model must first embrace the task of writing a clear and agreed upon
statement of performance expectations. To move into matters related
to role definition, resource allocation, job titles and the like without
such a statement is to invite failure. After listing performance expecta-
tions, members of the planning team must consider the need to ensure
internal communications which are continuous, timely, and accurate,
People must be directly involved from the outset in designing and
implementing a site-based management plan openly, sharing on a
reguiar basis in decisions of a substantive nature, Finally, in creating a
model, it is reasonable to expect that there will be an effort to prepare
staff and others for successful participation in it and to expect that the
model will provide for regular feedback and evaluation.
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In discussing a site-based leadership model, group members raised
many questions related to such issues as power, resources, accounta-
bility, and transition. With the issue of power, the group had particular
concerns about the sharing or le of decision-making rigilt5 without
the accompanying sharing of accountability. 1 his concern relates to
legal or contractual considerations, the reality of historical roles and
relationships within a school district, the we/they aspects of power as
currently defined in most school situations, and the connection with
career paths and rewards.

The issue of resources is related to the fact that both human and
financial allocations are currently determinedon the basis of traditional
organizational models and on the perceived ability to raise required
funds. While the group agreed that it does not necessarily follow that a

move to site-based management will result in increased costs, that is a
very real possibility. In addition, changes in role definition and respon-
sibility are almost certain to translate into changes concerning who
decides matters related to resource allocation.

Finally, no matter how open to change or supportive of new direc-
tions administrators, teachers, and board members may be, there are
also those who exist who question whether or not we can orshould "get
there from here." The group asked: How do we help our various consti-
tuencies make the transition from where we are to wherewe want to be?
Particularly in those communities where we are perceived as already
providing programs and services of quality, how do we convince them of
the need to change? Should we, under those circumstances, even
consider the ma.u.2rof site-based management? We then asked: Having
established the need for change and developed the support for partic-
ular change, who is it that "minds the store" during the transition from
that which has been to that which must be? Such questions need to be
answered in the process of creating any appropriate local site-based
management model.

111151L am

1 ...no matter how
open to change or
supportive of new
directions adminis-
trators, teachers, and
board members may be,
there are also those
who exist who question
whether or not we can
or should 'get there
from here.' 11
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Though people
realized that those
affected by a decision
must be involved in
making that decision,
many also wondered
how to include those
people in the final
accountability for
that decision.

The rain poured outside on the final day of the conference as
participants sat inside with their groups for one last time. As they

reviewed changes in their group presentations, they continued to dis-
cuss issues raised during the previous days' and nights' events. They
also continued to reflect upon the revolutionary developments in
Rochester. Later that morning they all sat in the amphitheater as group
members made presentations to invited educators from nearby school
districts, state associations, and university professors, and interacted
with them as they, too, desired to debate issues of empowerment,
accountability, leadership structures, and finances.

It was again obvious that the conference raised more questions than
educators could answer. Conflicting points still existed. Though partici-
pants expressed the need for shared decision making in a climate of
trust and openness, some wanted the process to be validated and
maintained through contract negotiations. Others viewed such negotia-
tions as violating that climate of trust. Though people realized that
those affected by a decision must be involved in making that decision,
many also wondered how to include those people in the final accounta-
bility for that decision. Could accountability ever rest with a committee
rather than an individual? Though shared decision making is a hotly
debated topic currently in education, many wondered if their own
schools and staffs really were ready for this concept or even desired to
consider discussing it for their district. The conference did not resolve
those inconsistencies; it did not answer all the questions. But then, that
was not its purpose.

After lunch on the last day, people had packed their bags. They were
ready to head home. In the ending session, however, they sat one last
time in a circle to express their reactions to the conference. It was a
wonderful moment of personal reflection and sharing. It was clear that a
spirit of collegiality and friendship had emerged among the partici-
pants. Yes, they still possessed some of the same opinions they had the
first day; but they were also leaving with some new ideas. They ended
with seeing more areas of agreement than conflict. In spite of hours
spent talking, people wanted to return in the spring to talk some more.
The conference was a success.



20 Reprinted from CASDAIDS

Select Seminar on School Building Leadership
The Leadership in Educational

Administration Development Program
( LEAD) for New York State conducted a
fourday seminar on School Building
Leadership and Management at Rensse.
laerville Institute on September 27-30.

Forty teachers, administrators, and
school hoard members from New York
State representing urban, rural, and sub.
urban districts at every level
elementary, middle and secondary
took part in the seminar. The seminar
provided a format for addressing the
critical and hotly-debated issue of
school leadership. A formal report from
the proceedings will he published in
early 1988, An important aspect of the
seminar was the development ofleader-
ship models which will be implemented
at various sites throughout New York
State. Each of six Principals' Centers
across the State will coordinate, sup.
port, and supply technical assistance to
the school buildings involved in the
project. One of the basic functions of
the LEAD Center is to provide a grass-
roots forum for the discussion of leader-

t.

generic and specific strategies that are
necessary in order for collaborative site
management to become a reality. The
Seminar achieved a general consensus
about school building leadership which
is reflected in the following excerpt
from the seminar report.

School building leadership should
empower staff to meet the agreed
upon goals aimed at providing effec-
tive instruction for all students. In
addition, it provides the time and
resources to achieve these goals in a
climate of trust and integrity. This cli-
mate will also nurture a diversity of
opinions, knowledge, skills, and styles
as well as a readiness to work colle-
gially. Such leadership also enables all
people in a school setting to learn and
grow in a positive environment. It rec.
ognizes that the people must affected
by a decision must haw the opp ortu.
nity to be involved in that decision,
formally and informally. It should also
be recognized that there are situa-
tions where there is a need for unilat-
eral decisions. Finally, with shared
decision making comes shared
rcspansibility and accountability.

PARTICIPANTS AT no SEMINAR (from kit to risbye Pekr
&Wks, roorbeesellie; Don Heffernan, Director, Rochester
Principals' Aasihnnyi lompb Mastro, Minuet.

ship and management of elementary
and secondary school buildingsan
ongoing conversation among princi-
pals, teachers, superintendents, college
of education faculty, parents and cony
munity groups. This seminar provided a
forum for the beginning of this procss.

Participants are presently developing
the seminar report. Gayle Adams (Ards.
Icy). Kenneth Dyl (Cleveland 11111),
John Picchnik (Voorheesville), Arthur
Schneider (Greece) ) and Paul Ruda
(Cleveland Hill) are members the
writing team,

Seminar participants, during the pro.
cei-s of study, reflection, writing, discus.
sion, and questioning, developed both

the process be delineated?
Who evaluates the effectiveness ()fa

school.based
What problems will he considered
appropriate for a shared decision
making process?
How should staff, especially new
teachers and new administrators,
be exposed to the concepts, trends,
and research supporting shared
decision making?
Flow can we assure that shared
decision making addresse: real
needs and resources?

How will all people involved in the
process he made ready for it?

What are the political implications
of shared decision making?

What arc the economic implica-
tions of such a process?

Among and across the groups, certain
themes developed that appear to
enhance and strengthen collegiality and
professionalism. Concepts such as trust,
confidence, respect, and integrity were
constantly mentioned as necessary
ingredients in all models. The quality of

CONPRIELVG ON THE ISSUES art (from left to right). Susan
Goodwin, Rochester; Judy Eats, WilliaateviIk; Tony Link,
Williainsville; and Arline Gold, Nation.

Seminar participants also discussed
and raised a series of questions that each
district must address when entering
into a model of shared decision making.
Those questions included, but wire not
limited to.. .

Who' makes the ultimate decision,
outside of collective bargaining
agreement?

Is shared decision ma!ing a build-
ing decision or a district decision?

Who is accountable? flow do we
evaluate the decisions?
low will the decisions coordinate

with district/building level goals
and objectives?

--How will the roles of all involved in

the people involved in the process was
also seen as being extremely important.

Finally. the theme of allowing practi-
tioners, those most closely affected by
decisions, to drive the process Iv.eame a
common point of emphasis. The neces-
sity of allowing the important and criti-
cal issues of leadership to he addressed
by the rank and tile rather than groups of
extremists was viewed as a condition
whose time has come.

'11w following excerpts are taken
from participant comments:

I learned that:
Administrators statewide are ready
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and Management Opens LEAD Center Activities
for positive movement given the oppor-
tunity.

There is a broad based support tier
movement in the direction of shared
leadership.

Shared decision making means dn.
ferent things to teachers and adminis-
trators.

Ideas can be shared, learned from,
and fortunateli, most administrators
have not forgotten what being a teacher
means.

There is more consensus than dis-
agreement among teachers, principals,
etc., than previously realized in regard to
leadership.

The issue of shared decision mak-
ing is more complex than I had pre-
viously thought.

There is tremendous effort and
concern across the state pertaining to
development of a sound leadership pro-
gram that can function under wise lead-
ership and in varied environments.

There's a lot of interest in school-
based decision making.

People from diverse backgrounds

I am part of a profession which is so
challenging, diverse, and creative.
Above all, this conference has rein
forced that my colleagues arc gener-
ously willing to share their enthusiasm
and commitment to the education of
our children.

Philosophy:
People most directly concerned

with curricula, policy, grading, disci-
pline, have to he major investors in the
decisions made in those areas,

Decisions should he made by those
people most directly affected by those
decisions.

It is our belief that the creation of a
professional school climate will ulti-
mately enhance student growth and
development opportunities. We further
believe that such a professional climate
must include mutual trust, regular dia-
logue, and shared decision making
among affected people.

Leadership in schools is at a posi-
tive transition stage. It is a spirit of
responsibility and leadership that make

SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS Maws to group reports.

can, when the time and initiative.
work toward consensus and arrive at
mutually acceptable decisions.

I was pleased that:
As the last few days proceeded,

there seemed to develop a recognition
that all groups represented have more
in common than in "conflict."

Participants were generally inter-
ested in working the issues of ''how to"
rather than "should we" move on to
shared leadership strategies and
models.

No one model would serve all
school districts and that models would
have to be fashioned to fit each
situation.

ti

If

within their specific buildings.
Lead' rship must he inclusive, cen-

tered upon integrity, ;minable at the
level of the issue, supported by training.

I believe that mit! "power" for the
school site (or any) leader comes from
shared decision making. That leader
sets the tone, creates the climate for the
school through his/her sensitivity,
honesty, level of trust and willingness to
take risks. That leader, through his own
professional growth, his support, his
facilitation and symbolic behavior
models behavior and demonstrates his
priorities and mission. He nurtures.
encourages, and advertises the sue-
ce.sst s and efforts of his school
members.

Conferences of this nature make
people think about what shared leader
ship means, how it can happen, and
why. Meeting and talking with profes-
sionals from other districts has been key
to the success of this program. Our state
has dedicated people who arc each
working hard and take their duties
seriously.

DECISIONS, DECISIONS as (from WI to right): Saul
Tamojsky, WNW Plains; Phil Hattinger, Director,
Westchester Principals' Center; and Adel* Wefts, Whit.
Plains work out the finer points.

all ivople feel a part of getting school to
be productive that counts.

School building leadership should
empower professionals to meet the
agreed upon goals aimed at providing
effective instructions for all students
and in addition, providing resources
and time to achieve this goal in an
atmosphere garnering trust, integrity.
and a positive attitude.

Leadership evolves from trust.
respect. and as perception that a particu
lar person can guide you toward a goal
you choose to accept.

Faculty must play a role in decision
making and development of policies

fl

The diversity of experience and
situation has enabled me to better
understand and appreciate the potential
for shared decision making.

All things are possible when trust is
present.

'the movement toward a formal par-
ticipatory decision making process
must begin with a careful assessment of
the vulture of the school. Unless the
culture supports a participatory style.
success is questionable. Thus, the stall
and administrative leaders may first
need to nurture by deed and example a
change in the school's culture.
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IIThey ended with
seeing more areas
of agreement than
conflict. in spite of
hours spent talking,
people wanted to return
in the spring to talk
some more. II
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